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Abstract. Our recent studies on kinetic behaviors of gas flows are reviewed in this paper. These flows have a 
wide range of background, but share a common feature that the flow Knudsen number is larger than 0.01. 
Thus kinetic approaches such as the direct simulation Monte Carlo method are required for their description. 
In the past few years, we studied several micro/nano-scale flows by developing novel particle simulation 
approach, and investigated the flows in low-pressure chambers and at high altitude. In addition, the 
microscopic behaviors of a couple of classical flow problems were analyzed, which shows the potential for 
kinetic approaches to reveal the microscopic mechanism of gas flows. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Kinetic effects in gas flows have been paid more and more attention in many fields such as the rapidly 

developing micro-electro-mechanical systems, material and vacuum systems, and the traditional high-altitude, high- 
speed vehicles [1]. The common feature in these applications is that the classical continuum assumption is 
inaccurate or invalid to describe the related flows because the Knudsen (Kn) number, the ratio of the mean free path 
to the characteristic flow length, is not small enough to be neglected. In general, the flow is continuum when 
Kn<0.01; thereafter the flow will have obvious velocity slip or temperature jump on a wall surface, and continuum 
equation may be still used with proper treatment on wall boundaries for the Knudsen number up to 0.1; when 
0.1<Kn<10, the flow is in the transitional regime, where inter-molecular collisions and molecular-surface collisions 
are equally important; when Kn>10, the inter-molecular collisions become unimportant, and the flow can be 
described by the free-molecular theory.  

In the kinetic viewpoint, the general governing equation for gas flows is the Boltzmann equation that describes 
the time evolution of the velocity distribution function [2]. This equation is a seven-dimensional integro-differential 
equation that includes a complicated collision term, which is very difficult to be solved directly. Thus model 
equations such as the BGK equation are sometimes employed instead. Another kinetic approach is to track particle 
trajectories such as the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [3] that has achieved great success in 
simulating various rarefied flows. In the DSMC method, a large number of represented particles are used to mimic 
the microscopic motions of real gas molecules, where inter-collision motions are treated deterministically and 
particle collisions are handled statistically. The computational cost for a DSMC simulation, in general, is much less 
than the cost for a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, so the former is more suitable to simulate gas flows than 
the later.  

In this paper, we will review our kinetic studies of gas flows in recent years and show some examples to reflect 
current progress. 

MICRO/NANO-SCALE FLOWS 

Micro- and nano-scale flows are becoming popular because of the rapid progress of the micro- or nano- scale 
systems. The small length scale of these systems usually leads to a Knudsen number larger than 0.001 even at the 
atmospheric condition. Many numerical approaches have been applied to study these flows, including Navier-Stokes 
solvers using slip boundary conditions and schemes solving the lattice Boltzmann equation. The DSMC method [3], 
as a popular particle approach, has also been applied for some MEMS flow simulations. But the low Mach number 
flows encountered in MEMS/NEMS make a DSMC simulation very time-consuming in order to reduce the 
statistical noise. The information preservation (IP) method [4] was then proposed and can successfully reduce the 
statistical scatter in a DSMC simulation.  
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Information Preservation Method 

In the kinetic viewpoint, fluid flows are determined by molecular motion under specified initial and boundary 
conditions. The IP method [4] initially assigns each simulated molecule an IP velocity and temperature based on the 
initial conditions of a problem interested, and then they transport along with the molecular motion. When a 
simulated molecule collides with another, the two exchange the IP quantities according to the IP collision models; 
when the molecule encounters a computational boundary during its movement, the IP velocity and temperature take 
the boundary values. The flow field is obtained through sampling and averaging the IP velocity and temperature that 
avoid the computational noise arising from directly sampling and averaging molecular thermal motions. 

The IP method was originally proposed to solve micro gas flows where the motions of simulated molecules can 
be described well by the DSMC methods [4]. Because the transport processes of the IP quantities are carried out 
directly through molecular motions, the IP method works over the entire Knudsen regime from continuum to free 
molecular. The IP method can also be extended to other situations such as liquid using the molecular dynamics (MD) 
instead of DSMC to calculate molecular trajectories. 

The IP method was firstly applied to several unidirectional transitional gas flows with a wide range of Knudsen 
number. It was then developed to include density variation [7] and temperature change [8]. New applications of the 
method include the micro-channel flows [5], flat plate aerodynamics [6], and 3D flows in read-write head slider [9], 
which showed excellent agreement with measured data available for microchannel and flat plates. 

Another important advancement was made by Sun and Boyd who found that the information preserved in the IP 
method can be tracked using the Maxwell’s transport equation and derived the governing equations for the preserved 
information [10]. They also showed that the previous schemes could be directly derived from the governing 
equations. Masters and Ye then extended the idea and developed the octant flux splitting scheme where they found 
that the splitting direction for fluxes was important [11]. These studies not only solved some hard problems but also 
enriched the content of the IP method. 

Micro-Scale Flow Simulations 
Recent applications of the IP method include the low-speed internal and external microscale flow simulations. 

For low Reynolds number flows, the kinetic effects can be important because the Knudsen number is related to the 
Mach number and the Reynolds number ( ReMaKn = ). 

Figure 1 shows some simulation results for lid-driven cavity flows when the Reynolds number is 10. At this 
Reynolds number, the Mach number effects are unimportant for low-speed flows as predicted by the Navier-Stokes 
solutions especially for the streamlines. However, when the kinetic effects are included, the streamline patterns have 
obvious changes with the flow Mach number or the Knudsen number. Specifically, when the Knudsen number 
increases with the Mach number, the corner vortexes shrink or even disappear. This behavior is also observed for 
flows over a micro-cylinder as shown in Fig. 2. The results in Fig. 2 are obtained using a hybrid continuum-particle 
approach that combines a Navier-Stokes solver and the IP method, and that the IP method is applied only to a small 
domain around the cylinder. 

                   
FIGURE 1.  Streamlines in the lid-driven cavity flows when the Reynolds number is 10. Left: Navier-Stokes results for Ma=0.2; 

middle: IP results for Ma=0.05 where Kn=0.006; right: IP results for Ma=0.2 where Kn=0.025. 
 

 
FIGURE 2.  Density and streamlines for flow over a cylinder with D=20 microns. Left: Re=10, Ma=0.1; right: Re=10, Ma=0.2. 
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It is usually very difficult to find a simple expression to quantify the kinetic effects for flows. However, for low-
speed flow over a flat plate, we obtain a satisfactory expression using our IP results and the experimental data in the 
literature. It is known that the drag coefficient on the plate for incompressible flow depends only on the Reynolds 
number whereas the free molecular results depend only on the Mach number. The general expression is the 
combination of the two expressions at the limit conditions, which is shown in equation (1).  
 CD continuum C

C , ⋅ D, free molecular
D =  (1)

CD,continuum +CD, free molecular

where, CD,continuum = 2.656 Re +10.6 Re , and CD, free molecular = 1.349 Ma . The accuracy of this expression is very good 
for the whole range of the Knudsen number.  

LOW-PRESSURE FLOWS IN VACUUM CHAMBER 

 

Another kind of non-continuum flows occurs in vacuum chambers where the gas pressure is very low. Vacuum 
chamber can provide clean environment for material processing or mimic the outer space environment.  

For material processing, we have developed a multi-electron-beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD) system 
that is illustrated in Fig. 3 [12]. The main body of the system is a cylindrical vacuum chamber whose diameter is 
760mm and the height is 850mm. Equipments installed inside include three sets of electron guns and evaporation 
crucibles and one set of electric resistance evaporation equipment. The rate of each evaporation source is monitored 
and controlled by the corresponding quartz crystal probe. A substrate is placed at 365mm above the source plate. 
Several compound vacuum gauges are installed on the chamber surface to measure the local pressures.   

The transport of the vapor atoms from evaporation sources is very critical to the quality of the deposited thin film. 
Three-dimensional DSMC simulations have helped to understand this process. In DSMC simulations, the collision 
parameters for metal vapors are obtained by extrapolating calculated values of other metal vapors whose viscosity 
coefficients are known. The DSMC results are found in excellent agreement with our measurements, such as 
evaporation rates of yttrium and titanium measured in-situ by quartz crystal resonators, deposited film thickness 
distribution measured by Rutherford backscattering spectrometer (RBS), and surface profilometer and deposited 
film molar ratio distribution measured by RBS and inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-
AES). When the pressure in the chamber is low enough, the inter-molecular collisions can be neglected and thus the 
free-molecular assumption can be adopted. It is found that the free molecular assumption can be employed if 
particles encounter less than one collision on average when moving from an evaporative source to a substrate, which 
is verified by the experimental data and DSMC results.  

                     
 

 
FIGURE 3.  Illustration of the physical vapor deposition system (left) and comparison of film thickness obtained from DSMC 

simulation, spectrometer, and profilometer  (right). 

STUDIES OF HYPERSONIC TRANSITIONAL FLOWS 

For traditional atmospheric flows, the aerodynamics of an aircraft or the thermal load on a spacecraft is always 
investigated using the DSMC method when the flight altitude is above 70km. Our extensive DSMC simulations 
show that the aerodynamic performance of an aircraft decreases with an increasing flight altitude: 1) the shock 
thickness increases and the interaction between shock wave and boundary layer is strengthened; 2) the ratio of lift to 
drag decreases; 3) and the relative heat transfer rate increases. 

The DSMC method has also been applied to investigate the discharging process of residual rocket propellants 
[13]. Liquid propellant will break into droplets once it enters the space under some conditions. The droplets will 
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then diffuse in the high vacuum by evaporating gas molecules. Then the freezing droplets or the vapor molecules 
may hit the rocket surface or other space unit, which may disturb the altitude control of the rocket and erode the 
space unit surface. Figure 4 shows the pressure distribution on the rocket surface, which reveals that the pressure at 
some locations is relatively large. Our simulated results predicted the disturbance moment of discharging propellant 
acting on a rocket before its launch, and they agreed with the remotely measured data in flight [13]. 
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FIGURE 4.  Simulated pressure distributions over a rocket surface during the discharging process of residual rocket propellants. 
Left: incident pressure; right: total pressure. 

KINETIC BEHAVIOR OF SOME CLASSICAL FLOWS 

Kinetic study of gas flows is not only important for many practical applications. It is also useful to understand 
the microscopic behavior of some classical problems in fluid mechanics. For instance, the Rayleigh-Bénard 
convection is a well-known problem where convection occurs when the Rayleigh number exceeds the critical value. 
Another case is the shock wave that is always treated as jump discontinuity in the continuum description. 

Particle Simulations of Rayleigh-Bénard Convection 

The onset of convection in an initially quiescent fluid confined between two parallel horizontal walls and heated 
from below is a classical problem known in hydrodynamics as the Rayleigh-Bénard (R-B) flow [14]. It is often 
taken as a standard model to analyze hydrodynamic instability, self-organization and transition to turbulence in 
fluids [15-18]. Compared to enormous works on R-B flows in the continuum viewpoint during more than one 
century, kinetic studies in this aspect are at a young stage. Garcia [19] firstly applied the DSMC method to the R-B 
flow. After many efforts [20-23], the DSMC method was extended to calculate the chaotic fluid motions at large 
Rayleigh (Ra) numbers [24], and the DSMC results compared well with those given by the finite difference method 
solving the Navier-Stokes equations. 

A R-B transition from thermal conduction to convection occurs very quickly in a macroscopic sense, but it is 
considerably long in a microscopic sense that lasts about 104 mean collision times at Ra=3190. To resolve clearly 
and efficiently the evolution of the R-B flow patterns at low Mach number, the information preservation (IP) 
method is employed here. The information velocity and temperature are updated using the Octant Flux Splitting 
(OFS) model developed by Masters & Ye based on the Maxwell transport equation suggested by Sun & Boyd.  
 

  

 
FIGURE 5.  Evolution of the Rayleigh-Bénard flow at Ra=3190. Left: velocity; right: Nusselt number. 
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Statistical noise inherent in particle approaches such as the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is 
effectively reduced by the IP method, and therefore the evolutions from an initial quiescent fluid to a final steady 
state can be shown clearly (Fig. 5). 

An interesting phenomenon has been observed [25]: when the Rayleigh number (Ra) exceeds its critical value 
(about 1680), there exists an obvious incubation stage. During the incubation stage, the vortex structure clearly 
appears and evolves, whereas the Nusselt number (Nu) of the lower plate is close to unity. After the incubation stage, 
the vortex velocity and Nu rapidly increase, and the flow field quickly reaches a steady, convective state. A relation 
of Nu to Ra given by IP agrees with those given by DSMC, the classical theory and experimental data. 

The transition from thermal conduction to convection is a development process, which means that something in 
the inital state must relate to the final convection. In order to understand this connection, the density fluctuations in 
the flow is investigated using the DSMC method [26]. The particle simulation results show a clear connection 
between the static correlation functions of fluctuations below the critical Rayleigh number and the flow patterns 
above the onset of convection for small Knudsen number flows (Kn=0.01 and Kn=0.005). For a large Knudsen 
number, the fluctuation correlations in the horizontal direction are negligible, and the thermal conductive state is 
always stable. These observations suggest that the characteristics of the fluctuations below the onset of thermal 
instability can be used to decide whether there will be convection and to determine the possible flow patterns when 
convection appears. 

Nonequilibrium Solutions of Shock Wave and Contact Discontinuity 

Shock waves and contact discontinuities are mathematical discontinuities only for the equilibrium hyperbolic 
equations, where there are no particle collision time and macroscopic dissipative time scales. The discontinuity 
jumps have been used extensively as benchmark solutions for the development of computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) algorithms. However, with the further extension of the CFD method to non-equilibrium flows, and the 
intensive research projects related to the multiscale modeling and simulation, it will be helpful to provide a few 
physical non-equilibrium solutions in order to validate new physical models and algorithms. The studies of contact 
wave and shock structures are two excellent examples. 

The DSMC method is employed to study the unsteady behavior of both shock wave and contact discontinuity 
from a simple mathematical jump to a well-defined dissipative structure. The temporal and length scales are in the 
order of magnitude of the molecular mean collision time and mean free path. Particle simulations show that shock 
waves behave differently from contact discontinuities (Fig. 6). Contact discontinuities diffuse at the mean thermal 
speed during an early time, then slow down to a pace that the thickness of the contact discontinuities is proportional 
to the square root of the time. Shock waves, on the other hand, reach gradually to a steady state because the 
characteristic lines from each side of a shock compress to have a mechanism to prevent further diffusion of the wave. 
This process is rather quick since it only takes about several mean collision times for a strong shock wave to reach 
the steady state. Because contact discontinuities keep diffusing, it may not be appropriate to be treated as jump 
discontinuities for cases where the discontinuities exist for a long time. Shock waves, on the other hand, can be 
regarded as jump discontinuities as long as the shock strength is not very weak.   
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FIGURE 6.  Time evolution of the thickness of contact discontinuities (left) and shock waves (right). 

CONCLUSIONS 
Studies on kinetic effects on gas flows were very active during the fifties of the last century and are getting 

revived these years. This is because the needs from aerospace and other industries are becoming increased and 
simulation techniques are improved to pace up with the needs. In general, gas flows under extreme conditions such 
as low pressure and small size conditions usually involve kinetic effects. Studies of these flows mainly depend on 
numerical simulations that are based on the Boltzmann equation or microscopic motions of particles. Simulations are 
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usually numerical expensive, but the increasing CPU speed and parallel techniques are obviously the other factors for 
the current success. Finally, the microscopic mechanism of classical fluid mechanics seems to be a potential field to 
be studied kinetically.  
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